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ABSTRACT
Led by MIT Haystack Observatory, the AERO and VISTA twin 6U CubeSats launching in 2022 will
study the auroral regions of the Earth in the medium and high radio frequency bands. Novel vector sensors,
developed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory, will produce hundreds of gigabytes each day while conducting independent and joint (interferometric) observations of auroral phenomena such as auroral kilometric radiation.
With a limited number of downlink opportunities and volumes on the order of gigabytes, mission operations
require a tool to guide scientific processing and downlink decisions. The AERO-VISTA Interactive Spectrogram (AVIS) Display, developed through open-source Dash Python and Digital RF libraries, fulfills this need
through a dynamic user interface which allows mission scientists to perform preliminary data analysis and
selection. Built-in data analysis tools such as channel selectors, data scaling, and axis sliders allow scientists
to critically assess preliminary data for further investigation. A variable resolution selection tool provides
for efficient and accurate selections of auroral phenomena viewed in the spectrogram. Standardized exportation procedures are integrated into uplink systems for in-flight-processing. The AVIS Display successfully
demonstrates an original UI for optimized data management between two spacecraft conducting scientific
operations.
Background

ometric observations of a test beacon as well as auroral radiation sources. In ground-based radio astronomy, interferometric observations allow for greater
resolution and source characterization by collecting RF radiation simultaneously from telescopes located kilometers apart. Successfully demonstrating
interferometric capabilities in the space environment
opens opportunities for future space-based radio observatories.

AERO-VISTA (A-V) is a twin 6U CubeSat mission led by MIT Haystack Observatory with partners
at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, MIT AeroAstro, Moorehead State University (MSU), Dartmouth College,
and Merrimack College. The mission, selected
by NASA’s CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI), is
planned to launch into a polar orbit no earlier than
2022. The A-V science team will study the auroral regions of the Earth in the RF range from 400
kHz - 5 MHz using the novel ‘vector sensor’ (VS)
developed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory1 . The A-V
mission is the first use of the VS in a space environment2 . The VS is unique in its capability to collect
each component of incoming electromagnetic radiation through orthogonal monopole, dipole, and loop
antennas (Fig 1). This allows scientists to identify
the source location of radiation and characterize auroral phenomena.
In addition to each spacecraft’s independent observations of the aurora, the AERO and VISTA
spacecraft will be conducting experimental interferLangford

Figure 1: AERO and VISTA 6U CubeSats depicted with extended vector sensors.
The vector sensors include orthogonal dipole,
monopole and loop elements to collect each
component of the electromagnetic radiation.
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Figure 2: Summary of AERO-VISTA mission ground operations involving the AVIS Display
Hiss4 . A ground-based RF spectrogram of MF burst
and Auroral Hiss is presented in Figure 3. Through
a more advanced understanding of RF signatures of
plasma physics in planetary atmospheres, scientists
will be able to better predict extreme space weather
conditions and understand planetary environments
in our solar system1 .
In order to study these auroral phenomena, the
AERO-VISTA spacecraft will record raw RF voltage data during passes through the Earth’s north
and south auroral zones. Summary spectrogram information will be produced from these data collects
for review on the ground to determine whether any
of the raw voltage data contains AKR, MFB, roar,
or hiss and should therefore be post-processed and
downlinked.

Figure 3: RF Spectrogram illustrating auroral emmission phenomena similar to what the
vector sensors will record and display on the
AVIS Display dashboard3 .

Mission Operations Summary
The AERO-VISTA mission seeks to further understanding of Earth’s ionosphere while pioneering
the use of CubeSat technology and cooperative mission architectures. Successful scientific operations
of two 6U CubeSats require software capabilities
that meet the demands of the mission. Softwarebased solutions for the A-V mission include the
AERO VISTA Interactive Spectrogram (AVIS) Display. Figure 2 illustrates a high-level overview of the
A-V mission operations. Each component is summa-

Auroral Emissions Radio Observer (AERO)
Science Objectives
The AERO mission, led by PI Dr. Phil Erickson,
aims to answer open questions surrounding Earth’s
aurora. RF electromagnetic radiation produced in
the auroral regions offers a probe into ionospheric
conditions and processes1 . Key emission types include Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR), Medium
Frequency Burst (MFB), and Auroral Roar and
Langford
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rized as follows.

2. Provide tools for user selection and identification of data by time and frequency ranges
within the RF spectrograms.

1. Observations of auroral radiation are simultaneously obtained through vector sensors onboard the AERO and VISTA spacecraft.

3. Export user selections and commands in a
specified format for uplink to spacecraft. The
selected data is then post-processed onboard
the spacecraft for later downlink.

2. Summary data files, including RF spectrogram
and metadata, are downlinked through dishes
at Moorehead State University and Haystack
Observatory.

AVIS Display v1.0 meets each of these three
objectives. This paper details the software implemented in order to achieve the original requirements.
Further development of the AVIS software to improve efficiency and add capabilities is planned for
Summer 2021.

3. Summary data is processed through pipelines
hosted at MIT Haystack facilities.
4. A-V team scientists use the AVIS Display for
event identification and select commands for
in-flight-processing.
5. AVIS Display selections are integrated into
general up-link commands.

AVIS Software
AVIS is an integrated piece of software written
in Python 3 using Digital RF5 , Dash6 , Plotly7 , Pandas8 , and Numpy9 open-source external libraries.
The current capabilities of the software include a dynamic and interactive RF spectrogram display, selection and event identification, and command exportation. A full block diagram of the software structure
can be found in Figure 4.

6. Dishes at MSU, Haystack, and NASA NEN
uplink commands for on-board data management and in-flight-processing.
Mission operations of two spacecraft producing
hundreds of gigabytes of data each day with four to
six downlink opportunities each day presents a challenge for data management and processing capabilities onboard the spacecraft. Further, mission operations require the capability for responsive decisionmaking based on RF observations from the spacecraft. The AVIS Display offers A-V scientists an
interface with observational data amid dynamic mission operations. This interface is critical for efficient
decision-making and maximizing the science capabilities of the one-year mission.

Open Source Implementations
Open-source libraries are used extensively in the
AVIS software. Two packages, in particular, Digital RF 5 , and Plotly Dash 7 set the foundation for
the software’s functionality. As the scope of small
satellite missions increases, there is an opportunity
for open-source software to produce dynamic dashboards to meet the specific needs of mission operations.
Digital RF is an open-source disk storage and
archival format for digitally sampled voltage level
radio signals which uses the HDF5 standard and
is maintained by MIT Haystack Observatory. The
Python library associated with Digital RF supports
writing and reading its formatted data-sets5 . The
summary data presented to the AVIS Display will be
in Digital RF format. In the AVIS software, Digital
RF is used to extract RF spectrogram data, sampling rates, sampling times, and metadata from the
downlinked summary data files.
Plotly Dash is an open-source data science package that allows for full-stack development of web applications in Python, Julia, and R7 . Given its ability to scale for mission operations, Dash was chosen
as the development platform for the AVIS Display.
This capability is essential for the geographically

AVIS Display Requirements
The AVIS Display is a project currently under
development at MIT Haystack Observatory to meet
data management and scientific operation requirements for the AERO-VISTA mission. The AVIS
Display project consists of two components, the
AVIS software, and the AVIS dashboard. Generally,
‘AVIS’ alone refers to the software portion, while the
‘AVIS Display’ refers to the dashboard UI.
The project was initially guided under a set of
requirements for an interactive data viewer and selector to accelerate the discovery of new auroral phenomena. The requirements set three main objectives.
1. Display dynamic and interactive RF spectrogram plots from summary data files in Digital
RF format5 .
Langford
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Figure 4: A block structure of the full-stack AVIS software
distributed A-V science team using the AVIS Display around the the globe. Dash applications also
support the Plotly graphing library, which is capable of producing dynamic spectrogram figures. The
Dash Bootstrap Component library is also used extensively for controlling dashboard layout10 .

where the Digital Metadata files are stored. The
MetaReader class has several get functions that return objects that are called on at higher points in
the software structure. Below are the objects which
can be returned using get functions.
• get specpath – the file path of the spectrogram data

Back-end Modules

• get specmeta – the digital metadata object
of the spectrogram data

The AVIS software is built on four back-end
modules (metareader.py, metatime.py, specmeta.py,
util.py) composing the metaviewer package which
accesses the summary Digital Metadata file, format
data, and builds Dash components implemented in
the dashboard. Each back-end module is summarized, and essential functions are described below.
metareader.py– metareader.py is the only module that reads straight from the Digital Metadata
file. This selection ensures that while various class
instances hold metadata information, they all call
on the appropriate file. This is especially important
for scaling operations to hundreds of summary files.
The module is instructed to use its current directory and redirect the path to the sample files folder
Langford

• get specs all – a three dimensional array
holding spectrogram time/frequency data for
each antenna channel
• get sample list – list of samples timestamped in UNIX time
metatime.py – The metatime module completes
the necessary calculations and formatting of the
sample timestamps using the AVIS metareader, Digital RF util, and datetime modules. Each list returned in a get function of the metatime class is
composed of datetime elements, except for reltime,
4
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which is a list of relative time stamps since the beginning of the observation. Below are the objects
which can be returned using get functions and are
suitable for use in the AVIS Display.

Frontend AVIS Display
While the AVIS back-end modules can be used
independently of the total structure, the front-end
scripts are dependent on the use of the metaviewer
package. The app.py file imports each module from
the metaviewer package to enable the util.py interactive functions in Dash Callbacks.
assets folder – The assets folder is standard when
using Plotly Dash. The directory holds the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) script allowing for layout design of the dashboard. The predominant layout method in AVIS uses the Dash Bootstrap Layout Components. These consist of dbc.col, dbc.row,
dbc.Form, and dbc.ListGroup components10 . The
folder also holds the image files displayed on the
dashboard. The html.Img component directs the assets directory for the image file path, src.
app.py – The app.py file is commonly used in
Plotly Dash as the script which initializes the dashboard on the local server. However, in dashboard
examples, the app.py file will play a varying role in
the dashboard layout and back-end structure. In the
case of the AVIS Display, the app.py module holds
both the callback decorators/functions and the layout of the dashboard. In Plotly Dash, the callback
decorators/functions create the interactive capabilities of the dashboard. Combining the callbacks and
layout into one script allows for the components and
dashboard to be worked on simultaneously. However, this does cause the script to be quite lengthy
and must be well organized to be worked on effectively.
The organizational structure of app.py is as follows:

• get datetimes – list of datetime objects for
each sample in UTC
• get unixtime – list of unix time stamps for
each sample
• get startdate – starting date datetime object
of the samples
specmeta.py – The specmeta module holds the
Spectra class, which takes many arguments to build
the spectrogram as a Plotly graph object to be displayed on the dashboard. The following are sample
initialization arguments of the Spectra class.
• chan input – the name of the antenna channel, ex. monopole
• time input – the time axis to display, ex.
UTC
• cmap input – the color map of the spectrogram, ex. Viridis
• scale – the scaling applied to the data, ex. log
• calibration – dictates if data values are raw
or calibrated, ex. True
• t res – indicates the time resolution of the selection bounds
util.py –The util module serves as the bridge between the back-end and front-end structure of the
AVIS Display. The contents of util.py consist of
functions building Dash Core and Bootstrap Components, which utilize lists and objects imported
through specmeta. The functions are categorized
by their supporting roles in the AVIS Display. The
categories are the following.

• Imports
– Module Imports
– Util.py Component Imports
• Callbacks

• Basics – channels, time units, color maps

– File Selection Callback

• Scaling – axis scaling and limits, calibration

– Metadata Info Panel Callback

• Spectrogram – graph object, loading spinner, file type

– Spectrogram Figure Callback
– Data Selection Callbacks
• App Layout

• Selection Table – table object, save and
delete buttons

– Navbar row

• Data Selection – selection tool, resolution
commands

∗ Dashboard title and logos
– Display bar row

• Event Selection and Processing Type type selections and exportation
Langford

∗ Data scaling, y-axis scale, color map,
plot format, axis sliders
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the AVIS Display’s dashboard in use. The user has selected a region
of RF spectrogram displaying the total RF signal. Note the selection bounds printed out and
the resolution grid has been increased.
– Dashboard Row
∗
∗
∗
∗

the spectrogram. Each channel represents the voltage measurement from an orthogonal dipole or loop
antenna. The user can view the selected file’s metadata info to identify characteristic information such
as the sample rate, sample length, and date.
In order to dynamically interface with the displayed spectrogram, a user may use the display bar
along the top of the dashboard. Features include
data scaling, color maps, and axis limits. The zaxis limit scale is useful for increasing the contrast
of high or low amplitude signals.
Scientifically interesting RF signals are selected
using a box-select tool built-in to the Plotly graph
object. The selection tool highlights points on a
scatter plot grid which can be either shown or hidden using the ‘Show Resolution’ slider. The selection
box bounds are printed out and can be recorded using the save ‘Save Selection’ button. The selections
and their metadata are presented to an on-screen table and can be exported to a YAML file. The YAML
file is easily integrated into uplink commands for inflight processing on-board the spacecraft.

Display controls
Metadata info
Spectrogram figure
Selection tools

Dashboard Layout and Implementation
The AVIS Display dashboard layout is organized
into four sections: Display Controls, Metadata Info,
Display Bar, and Selection Tools. Figure 5 shows a
screenshot of the AVIS Display with a simulated vector sensor RF spectrogram. The layout has been intentionally designed to follow a user’s natural workflow. Frequently used features are located towards
the middle of the screen, while entry and exit features are placed in the top left and bottom right
corners respectively.
The user will begin interfacing with the dashboard through the display control section in the top
left corner. Here, the user can select the summary
file directory and experiment, indicate time units,
and select which channels to display on the spectrogram. A recent feature incorporated the ability
for the user to add multiple channels together in
Langford

Science Operations Test
In November 2020, AVIS was used by the AEROVISTA science team to conduct a Science Opera6
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tions Test (SOT) exercise. The SOT simulated 48
hours of AERO-VISTA science operations, including
data downlink, review, selection, and forward observation planning. Simulated vector sensor data was
generated for four auroral observation periods of 2-5
minutes and processed into summary spectrograms
in Digital RF format11 . The science team then used
the AVIS Display dashboard to analyze the simulated data, discuss RF events to preserve for further
processing and downlink, and save final selections for
‘uplink’ to the spacecraft. This exercise generated a
list of feature requests and suggestions for AVIS from
the A-V science team, some of which have since been
implemented into recent updates. More substantial
upgrades for AVIS v2.0 are presented in the section
below.

open-source software solutions. Further, the effectiveness of integrating a wide array of dashboard features creates opportunities for the addition of more
advanced capabilities in the future.
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Future Additions
The AVIS Display has planned upgrades to improve efficiency and meet additional requirements.
A current drawback of AVIS v1.0 is the high computational burden of displaying/updating the spectrogram plots. AVIS v2.0 will overcome this barrier by
storing RF spectrogram data in the server’s memory
rather than accessing the Digital RF file each time
the plot is refreshed.
AVIS v1.0 dashboard displays one RF spectrogram and allows users to combine amplitudes of
channels. However, future development will allow
users to display multiple spectrograms simultaneously, including RF data from different summary
files. This addition will enhance the science team’s
capability to make informed decisions based on a
holistic picture of the summary data.
Additional features to the display include telemetry and spacecraft position and orientation information. As the science team works to identify events
from the summary data files, corresponding spacecraft telemetry and visual orientation data will assist
in the processes. Work on a Dash Plotly spacecraft
telemetry dashboard has already begun, and incorporating features from the existing dashboard may
be possible with the shared use of Dash Plotly components.
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